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New Courses Autumn/Winter 2015

Inspirational cooking classes  
including guest chefs Nathan Outlaw and Ching-He Huang 

Knife Skills, Peruvian cuisine, Food Styling, Ultimate Italian 
and special 40th anniversary events  

with food industry greats
leiths.com
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New cookbooks  
available from 
Leiths shop

How to Cook Bread £15
How to Cook Cakes £15
How to Cook Desserts £15
How to Cook Pastry £15



Our 40th 
 birthday plans are  

 now in full swing  

 and we wouldn’t  

consider celebrating without cake. Of course, with so many  

cooks in the building we can’t decide which one to make,  

so it’s over to you. Read on for details of our birthday cake  

competition with an illustrious line-up of judges and  

wonderful prizes to be won. 

 

During Leiths’ 40 year history, the food in Britain has changed  

beyond recognition. We have progressed from Devilled eggs  

and Prawn cocktail, through nouvelle cuisine and into a new  

age of eating, where local produce, good ingredients and global  

culinary  influences combine to create one of the most diverse  

food cultures in the world. Over the coming year, Leiths will  

gather a line-up of industry leaders: chefs, food writers,  

stylists and pioneers, to reminisce, discuss and even predict  

the next phase of our fascinating food journey. 

 

And if that weren’t enough, the kitchens will be buzzing with  

inspiring classes, new faces and old friends as we bring you  

a taste of Britain that is sure to inspire. 

 

We hope to see you at the school soon.

Camilla Schneideman, Managing Director.

“Whether you are here for a day or  
a year, you are always part of Leiths.”

leithscook 
@leithscooking
leithscooking
Find us on LinkedIn

Front Cover image:
Raspberry meringue millefeuille from Leiths How to Cook Desserts 
© Peter Cassidy
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In Conversation:  
40 Years – The Changing 
Tastes of Britain.
Thu 24 Sep  19.00 – 22.30

Join Leiths founder Prue Leith, creative sensation 
Yotam Ottolenghi, celebrated advocate of the 
sea, Rick Stein and food fashionista Gizzi Erskine 
to discuss our changing attitudes to food,  
techniques and trends since Leiths opened its 
doors in 1975. From the processed foods of  
the 70s, nouvelle cuisine of the 80’s and 
the gastropubs and fusion foods of the 90s; 
through the ever expanding popularity of  
international cuisines, fad diets and obsession 
with where our food comes from, we’ll be  
posing your questions to our panel. With tasters 
of some of the classic dishes that have featured 
on the Leiths Diploma curriculum over the 
years, the evening promises an entertaining  
and interactive exploration of Great Britain 
through its palate.

For every ticket purchased we will donate £2  
to the Kids Company Plate Pledge.

In celebration of our 40th birthday we  
will be hosting a series of fascinating  
conversations with key players in the  
food industry.

In Conversation will explore our  
relationship with food and cooking  
from a range of perspectives over  
the last 40 years. Spaces are limited.

Visit leiths.com/40 for full details.  

leiths.com
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In Conversation:  
40 Years of Food Fashion  
Thu 12 Nov  19.00 – 21.00

Making food photogenic is no easy task,  
and the best food stylists and photographers 
come armed with an array of techniques to 
make meals look their best. Using images  
from cookbooks, magazines and Leiths  
own archives, stylist Jennifer Joyce and  
photographer William Reavell will compare 
techniques of the last 40 years; examining 
iconic images and pivotal moments that have 
affected the development of food styling  
and photography. We will then have a go  
at forecasting the trends of the future.

Coming in 2016

In Conversation: 40 Years of Food Technology
Culinary inventions have revolutionised the workings of both the professional and domestic  
kitchen. From the microwave to the steam oven, sous vide, dehydrator and induction hob; chefs 
from the capital’s restaurants will discuss how cooking styles have changed (for better and worse) 
through gizmos and gadgetry.

In Conversation: 40 Years of Food Writing
From the elegant prose of Elizabeth David and the didactic approach of Delia Smith; to the  
seductive style of Nigella and the evocative narrative of Nigel Slater, food writers have been inspiring 
our food choices for decades. Our panel of esteemed writers and magazine editors will explore how 
the language of food writing has evolved and influenced our attitudes to food and cooking.

For more details visit leiths.com/40
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It goes without saying that  
we will be celebrating our  
birthday with cake.

Enter our competition to design 
our 40th birthday cake for your 
chance to win a fantastic set  
of prizes.

Judged by a stellar line-up of baking experts, 
the winner will receive a place on a Leiths cake 
class, a set of Leiths How to Cook Cakes, 
Bread, Pastry and Dessert cookbooks and 
enviable kitchen equipment. The winning cake 
will feature on the front cover of our Autumn/
Winter 2016 course brochure, on our blog and 
social media pages.

For further details and to 
enter visit leiths.com/40
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Information correct at time of going to print.
Recipes are suggestions only.
Leiths reserves the right to change recipes if necessary.
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8     Calendar at a glance

Day Date Courses Page Time/Duration Price

Professional Courses

Mon-Fri 17 Aug 2015 Essential Cooking Certificate 14 4 weeks £3,035

Mon 21 Sep 2015 Nutrition in Practice: The Accreditation 14 10 Mondays £2,995

Mon-Fri 28 Sep 2015 Leiths Diploma in Food and Wine 14 3 Terms £21,905

Mon-Fri 28 Sep 2015 Foundation Certificate in Food and Wine 14 1 Term £7,715

Mon-Fri 04 Jan 2016 Two Term Diploma in Food and Wine 14 2 Terms £16,830

Mon-Fri 04 Jan 2016 Intermediate Certificate in Food and Wine 14 1 Term £8,910

Mon-Fri 18 Apr 2016 Advanced Certificate in Food and Wine 14 1 Term £9,255

September 2015

Sat 01 Aug Shelina Permalloo's Mauritian Kitchen 34 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 01 Aug Escape to Provence 34 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 01 Aug Knife Skills - Fruit, Vegetables and Herbs 34 10.00 - 13.30 £115

Mon-Fri 03 Aug Absolute Beginners Course 18 9.45 - 16.30 £785

Tue 04 Aug Sourdough with Hilary Cacchio 22 10.00 - 16.00 £195

Tue - Fri 04 Aug Let's Cook! The Cookery Toolbox for Teenagers 46 10.00 - 15.30 £615

Thu 06 Aug Let's Cook! Teen Challenge - The Kitchen Creative 46 10.00 - 15.30 £100

Fri 07 Aug Valentine Warner's Fish Masterclass 22 10.00 - 16.00 £225

Mon 10 Aug Chef Skills - Patisserie 45 10.00 - 16.00 £195

Mon - Fri 10 Aug Kids Kitchen & Kite Studios 48 10.00 - 16.00
£75 / 
£350

Tue 11 Aug Chef Skills - Creativity 45 10.00 - 16.00 £195

Wed 12 Aug Let's Cook! Sushi and Japanese for Teenagers 46 10.00 - 15.30 £100

Please note menus may change

Calendar at a glance 
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Please note menus may change

Day Date Courses Page Time/Duration Price

Fri - Sat 14 Aug Food Photography 18 10.00 - 16.00 £395

Sat 15 Aug Flavours of the Pacific Rim 34 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 15 Aug Flavours of Sicily with Ursula Ferrigno 35 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Mon-Fri 17 Aug One Week Cookery Bootcamp (16 years +) 47 10.00 - 15.30 £685

Mon-Fri 24 Aug One Week Cookery Bootcamp (18 years +) 47 10.00 - 15.30 £685

Sat 22 Aug Spanish and Italian Sharing Plates with Ben Tish 35 10.00 - 14.30 £175

Sat 22 Aug Knife Skills - Butchery 35 10.00 - 14.30 £175

Sat 22 Aug Pizza Making with Pizza Pilgrims 36 10.00 - 12.30 £95

Sat 29 Aug Moroccan Mezze 36 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 29 Aug Pasta Perfection 36 10.00 - 14.30 £150

September 2015

Wed 02 Sep Gluten-free Bread 23 10.00 - 16.00 £195

Thu 03 Sep Bengali Fish Kitchen with Angela Malik 23 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Fri 04 Sep Escape to Provence 23 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 05 Sep Fabulous Fish 36 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 05 Sep Flavours of the South East Asia 37 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 05 Sep Knife Skills - Chicken and Fish 37 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Thu 10 Sep Moroccan Cooking with Doukan 16 18.45 - 21.15 £95

Sat 12 Sep How to Cook - Cakes Part 1 37 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 12 Sep Flavours of the Middle East 37 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 12 Sep Malaysian Street Food with Norman Musa 38 10.00 - 14.30 £175



Day Date Courses Page Time/Duration Price

Tue 22 Sep A Vegetarian Taste of the Spice Route 23 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Tue 22 Sep Food Styling 16 18.30 - 20.30 £495

Tue 22 Sep Cooking with Confidence Part 1 16 18.45 - 21.15 £520

Tue 22 Sep Cooking with Confidence Part 2 16 18.45 - 21.15 £520

Tue 22 Sep Cooking with Confidence Part 3 16 18.45 - 21.15 £520

Thu 24 Sep In Conversation: 40 Years - The Changing Tastes of Britain 4 19.00 - 22.00 see 
website

Thu 24 Sep Pasta Perfection 24 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Thu 24 Sep Korean Cuisine with Judy Joo 24 10.00 - 14.30 £175

Fri 25 Sep Peruvian with Jennifer Joyce 24 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 26 Sep The Complete Cook 19 10.00 - 14.30 £695

Sat 26 Sep Street Food from Around the World with Jennifer Joyce 38 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 26 Sep How to Cook - The Perfect Steak 38 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Tue 29 Sep Sushi with Sachiko Saeki 24 10.00 - 14.30 £150

October 2015

Thu 01 Oct Ursula Ferrigno's Amalfi Coast 25 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Thu 01 Oct Food Writing with Lulu Grimes 17 18.30 - 20.30 £245

Thu 01-Oct Simple Suppers 17 18.45 - 21.15 £405

Fri 02 Oct Gluten-free Pastry 25 10.00 - 16.00 £195

Sat 03 Oct Introduction to Food Photography 19 11.00 - 13.30 £75

Sat 03 Oct Knife Skills - Fruit, Vegetables and Herbs 34 10.00 - 13.30 £115

Sat 03 Oct How to Cook - Perfect Roast Chicken 39 10.00 - 14.30 £150

10     Calendar at a glance

Please note menus may change
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Please note menus may change

Day Date Courses Page Time/Duration Price

Wed 07 Oct How to Cook - Bread Part 1 25 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Thu 08 Oct Modern Indian with Angela Malik 26 10.00 - 14.30 £175

Fri 09 Oct Spanish and Italian Sharing Plates with Ben Tish 26 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat - Sun 10 Oct Food Photography 18 10.00 - 16.00 £395

Sat 10 Oct Moroccan Cooking 39 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 10 Oct Wild Harvest 39 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Tue 13 Oct Chef Skills - A Taste of the British Coast 45 10.00 - 16.00 £195

Wed 14 Oct Chef Skills - Poultry and Game 45 10.00 - 16.00 £195

Thu 15 Oct Asian Flavours with Jennifer Joyce 28 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Fri 16 Oct Best of British 28 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 17 Oct Pasta Perfection 36 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 17 Oct Malaysian Street with Norman Musa 38 10.00 - 14.30 £175

Wed 21 Oct Cheese-Making - Artisan Soft Cheese 28 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Thu - Fri 22 Oct How to Cook - Pastry 19 10.00 - 16.00 £350

Sat 24 Oct How to Cook - The Perfect Steak 38 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 24 Oct Soufflés 39 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Tue 27 Oct One Pot Cooking 28 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Wed 28 Oct Let's Cook! Baking for Teenagers 47 10.00 - 14.30 £100

Thu 29 Oct Let's Cook! Italian for Teenagers 47 10.00 - 14.30 £100

Fri 30 Oct Let's Cook! Curries for Teenagers 47 10.00 - 14.30 £100

Sat 31 Oct How to Cook - Bread Part 2 40 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 31 Oct Knife Skills - Butchery 35 10.00 - 14.30 £175



12     Calendar at a glance

Please note menus may change

Day Date Courses Page Time/Duration Price

November 2015

Tue 03 Nov The Great British Bake-well 29 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Wed 04 Nov Street Food from Around the World with Jennifer Joyce 29 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Thu 05 Nov How to Start a Successful Food Business 17 18.45 - 21.15 £340

Fri 06 Nov Chocolate Truffles 29 10.00 - 12.30 £95

Fri 06 Nov Pizza Making with Pizza Pilgrims 29 14.00 - 16.30 £95

Sat 07 Nov Pasta Perfection 36 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 07 Nov How to Cook - Cakes Part 2 40 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 07 Nov Modern Indian with Angela Malik 40 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Tue 10 Nov Sourdough with Hilary Cacchio 22 10.00 - 16.00 £195

Thu 12 Nov In Conversation: 40 Years of Food Fashion 5 19.00 - 21.00 see 
website

Thu 12 Nov Travels Along the Spice Route 30 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Fri 13 Nov Patisserie Perfection with Edd Kimber 30 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 14 Nov Malaysian Street Food with Norman Musa 38 10.00 - 14.30 £175

Sat 14 Nov Israeli Feast 40 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 14 Nov Knife Skills - Chicken and Fish 37 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 14 Nov How to Cook - The Perfect Roast Beef 40 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Tue 17 Nov Basque Country Culinary Road Trip 30 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Thu 19 Nov Chocolate Puddings 30 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Thu 19 Nov Ultimate Italian 17 18.45 - 21.15 £95

Sat 21 Nov Chinese Cooking with Ching-He Huang 41 10.00 - 14.30 £195

Tue 24 Nov Chef Skills - Creativity 45 10.00 - 16.00 £195

Wed 25 Nov Artisan Pasta with Ursula Ferrigno 31 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Thu 26 Nov Flavours of the Middle East 31 10.00 - 14.30 £150
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Please note menus may change

Day Date Courses Page Time/Duration Price

Sat 28 Nov How to Cook - The Perfect Steak 38 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 28 Nov Gluten Free Entertaining with Tom Thexton 41 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 28 Nov Festive Baking 41 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Day Date Courses Page Time/Duration Price

December 2015

Tue 01 Dec Nathan Outlaw's Fish Masterclass 31 10.00 - 16.00 £275

Wed 02 Dec Moroccan Cooking 31 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Fri 04 Dec Christmas Canapés with Jennifer Joyce 32 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 05 Dec Street Food from Around the World with Jennifer Joyce 38 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 05 Dec How to Cook - The Perfect Christmas Dinner 42 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Mon - Fri 07 Dec Key Cooking Skills - Part 1 20 09.45 - 17.00 £800

Mon - Fri 07 Dec Intermediate Cooking Skills - Part 1 20 09.45 - 17.00 £820

Tue 08 Dec Ursula Ferrigno's Italian Christmas 32 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Wed 09 Dec One Pot Cooking 28 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Fri 11 Dec Modern Vegetarian 32 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 12 Dec Knife Skills - Fruit, Vegetables and Herbs 34 10.00 - 13.30 £115

Sat 12 Dec An Indian Style Christmas with Angela Malik 42 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Sat 12 Dec Christmas Entertaining 42 10.00 - 14.30 £150

Tue - Fri 15 Dec Let's Cook! The Christmas Cookery Toolbox for Teenagers 47 10.00 - 15.30 £615

Tue 15 Dec Sauces Masterclass 32 10.00 - 16.00 £195

Wed 16 Dec Croissant and Brioche Masterclass 32 10.00 - 16.00 £195

Fri 18 Dec Let's Cook! Christmas Baking for Teenagers 47 10.00 - 14.30 £100
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Professional Courses

Leiths Diploma in Food  
and Wine / 3 Terms
£21,905 (Deposit £2,200)

28 Sep – 4 Dec 2015
11 Jan – 24 Mar 2016
18 Apr – 1 Jul 2016

Diploma in Food  
and Wine / 2 Terms
£16,830 (Deposit £1,700)

4 Jan – 24 Mar 2016
18 Apr – 1 Jul 2016

Foundation Certificate  
in Food and Wine  
£7,715 (Deposit £850)

28 Sep – 4 Dec 2015

Intermediate Certificate  
in Food and Wine
£8,910 (Deposit £900)

4 Jan – 24 Mar 2016 

Advanced Certificate  
in Food and Wine
£9,255 (Deposit £950)

18 Apr – 1 Jul 2016 

Students will require knives (£140 or £270),  
course literature (£50), chefs uniform 
(£110) and additional kitchen equipment 
(£120). Order forms will be sent with your 
final invoice.

leiths.com

The Leiths Diploma is an internationally renowned full time cookery course designed for those with 
professional culinary ambitions. Divided into 3 terms, the Foundation, Intermediate and Advanced 
Certificates can be taken individually or combined to achieve the Diploma in Food and Wine.

Essential Cooking Certificate
£3,035 (Deposit £400)

Mon 17 Aug – Fri 11 Sep 2015

Whether you are considering a new career or 
need to fend for yourself after leaving home, 
you’ll learn all of the essential skills you need 
for a lifetime of confident cooking in this  
fast-paced four week course.

Nutrition in Practice:  
The Accreditation 
£2,995 (Deposit £400)

Mondays, 21 Sep – 19 Oct 2015 
and 2 Nov – 30 Nov 2015 
10.00 – 16.00

This unique cooking qualification is certified  
by the Nutritional Therapy Education  
Commission and will help students from a wide 
range of culinary backgrounds to broaden their  
nutritional knowledge. Taught by professional 
chefs at Leiths in partnership with nutritional 
experts from The Pure Package, this informative  
and enjoyable ten part course combines food 
and nutrition theory with hands-on cooking 
sessions. You will gain a comprehensive  
understanding of the nutritional make up  
and effect of food, and the expertise to put  
this theory into culinary practice.

– Want to know more about  
students’ experience  

of the Diploma? – 
See leiths.com/blog

Please note menus may change
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“This is the  
cookery school  

mother ship, the alma  
mater of some of the world’s 

best chefs and top food  
and wine experts.” 

Silvana de Soissons,  
The Foodie Bugle

– Chef Skills –  
gain advanced skills  

and refined presentation  
page 45

[image: [PLEASE SUGGEST

© Adrian Lawrence
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Evening Courses
Discover a host of evening classes to fit your lifestyle.

Moroccan Cooking with Doukan  £95

Thu 10 Sep  18.45 - 21.15

Hospitality and sharing food is fundamental to Moroccan culture and Casablancan chef  
Abdesselim Khalil, authority on Moroccan cuisine and owner of Doukan restaurant will transport 
you to the souks as you learn to cook a menu of Baked Charmoula salmon with infused potatoes 
and tomatoes; Chicken bastilla and a Mezze of roasted pepper, harrissa and preserved lemon.

Food Styling  £495

Tuesdays, 22 Sep – 27 Oct  18.30 – 20.30 and Sat 31 Oct or Sun 1 Nov 

Join revered stylists Sarah Cook and Jennifer Joyce on this seven part evening course to learn 
the tricks of styling food for TV, advertising and editorial, kit essentials and tips on amateur food 
photography and prop styling. The final weekend session will be spent styling your own dishes 
for food photographer Adrian Lawrence, resulting in a beautiful photograph, suitable for your 
portfolio or professional blog. 

Cooking with Confidence
Our six week evening course ‘Cooking with Confidence’ provides inspirational  
recipes with plenty of kitchen know-how to those wishing to improve their cooking  
skills. Choose part 1, 2 or 3 depending on your confidence and experience level.

Part 1  £520  Tuesdays, 22 Sep – 27 Oct  18.45 – 21.15

For enthusiastic amateurs who need a confidence boost, this course is ideal for those new to 
cooking or for anyone wishing to create achievable and inspiring dishes. Learn a variety of  
essential cooking techniques to help you create simple weekday dinners such as Salmon en  
papillote with lime and ginger, ideas for entertaining including Roast chicken and butternut 
squash with sage and parmesan, and be introduced to successful baking.

Part 2  £520  Tuesdays, 22 Sep – 27 Oct  18.45 – 21.15

Ideal for keen home cooks who want to ignite the culinary imagination with inspirational global 
recipes that are suitable for mid-week meals and elegant entertaining, including Seared rib eye 
steak with cubed rosemary roast potatoes and chimichurri and Blackberry clafoutis. You will 
learn a range of essential techniques for confident cooking, from knife skills to pastry and baking 
techniques; meat and fish preparation and more.

Part 3  £520  Tuesdays, 22 Sep – 27 Oct  18.45 – 21.15

For more experienced cooks keen to master expert techniques and create more challenging  
dishes with the wow factor. You will cover a range of advanced techniques from making fresh 
pasta, Italian breads and pastry; to sauces, meat and fish preparation and elegant desserts. 
Sample recipes include Red onion focaccia; Pan-fried sea bream with salmoriglio sauce; 
Guinea fowl with lentils and Pear and Medjool date strudel.

leiths.com Please note menus may change



Evening Courses

© Peter Cassidy

Simple Suppers  £405

Thursdays, 1 – 22 Oct  18.45 – 21.15

Invigorate your mid-week meals on this four 
part evening course. Boost your kitchen skills 
and gain an instant repertoire of fresh, healthy 
and delicious meals that can be ready in 
around 30 minutes, leaving you to enjoy the 
rest of your evening. From speedy pan and 
pasta sauces, to aromatic Asian broths and 
moreish one-pot stews, you’ll learn to  
experiment with a range of ingredients to  
create a different feast every day of the week.

Food Writing  
with Lulu Grimes  £245

Thursdays, 1 – 22 Oct  18.30 – 20.30

A four part evening course for those interested 
in the world of food journalism. Lulu Grimes,  
Deputy Editor of olive and author of numerous 
cookbooks, and her special guest lecturers,  
will guide you through the language of food 
and travel journalism and restaurant reviewing.  
As well as gaining valuable insights into how to 
approach an editor you will learn top tips on  
how to get published.

17

leiths.com

“Lulu Grimes  
was great, and the  

practical writing exercises 
she gave us helpful”

Megan Marsh, 
Feb 2015

Please note menus may change

How to Start Up a Successful Food Business  £340

Thursdays, 5 – 26 Nov  18.45 – 21.15

Gain guidance for business success from expert food consultant Chris Barber. Chris brings  
his years of hands-on experience as a chef, hotelier, restaurateur and business adviser to offer 
practical advice in this four part evening course. Guest speakers will give an essential insight 
not only into their successes, but their mistakes and how to avoid them. You will take part in a 
number of exercises designed to help you identify the key elements of a successful business, 
whatever the scale.

Ultimate Italian  £95

Thu 19 Nov  18.45 – 21.15

Learn to make pasta dough from scratch in this Italian inspired evening. In this entertaining and 
informative class you will create a delicious dinner of Porcini and wild mushroom ravioli with truffle 
oil and Marsala sauce and Pears poached in spiced red wine.
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Weekend and Short Courses

leiths.com

Absolute Beginners Cooking Course  £785

Mon 3 – Fri 7 Aug  9.45 – 16.30

Ideal for those leaving home or for anyone with little or no experience in the kitchen, this one 
week course is entirely hands-on. You will learn essential cooking skills with an emphasis on 
creating nutritionally balanced meals on a budget including Thai green curry with aromatic rice, 
Roast beef with all the trimmings and Lemon drizzle cake. Under the helpful guidance of Leiths 
teachers you will gain the knowledge and confidence to turn simple ingredients into a delicious meal.

Let’s Cook! The Cookery Toolbox for Teenagers  £615

Tue 4 – Fri 7 Aug  10.00 – 15.30

Four days of fast-paced, fun-packed, hands-on cooking for budding chefs, 12 – 15 year olds will 
gain a range of key cooking skills. See page 46 for details.

Food Photography  £395

Fri 14 – Sat 15 Aug / Sat 10 – Sun 11 Oct  10.00 – 16.00

A unique opportunity to learn how to photograph food with London-based food photographer 
William Reavell. William’s photographs have been used in cookbooks by Mary Berry, Rick Stein 
and Gizzi Erskine, and by leading supermarkets and food companies. In this practical two day 
course William will teach the techniques he uses to create beautiful food images. You will learn 
how to get the most out of your camera as well as tips on lighting, composition and food styling. 

Please note menus may change



Weekend and Short Courses
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The Complete Cook  
£695

Saturdays, 26 Sep – 24 Oct  10.00 – 14.30

Take your culinary prowess to the next level as  
you become the complete cook. In this five part  
Saturday course, you will gain all the techniques  
you need to be successful in the kitchen as you  
learn to slice and dice like a pro; perfect meat,  
fish and shellfish preparation and cooking; turn  
out delicious cakes and bakes, and finish off any  
meal with a delectable dessert. With plenty of  
guidance from Leiths experts, you will leave with  
an inspiring new repertoire and the confidence  
to tackle any recipe.

Introduction to Food Photography  £75

Sat 3 Oct  11.00 – 13.30

Considering our Food Photography course but wish to be more familiar with the functions of your 
camera first? William Reavell will teach you how to use your camera in manual and to understand 
its functions, resulting in a better learning experience on his food photography course. By the end 
of the session you will be confident with the camera controls used to photograph food.

How to Cook – Pastry  
£350

Thu 22 – Fri 23 Oct  10.00 – 16.00

Achieve perfect pastry on this two day intensive  
and inspiring course. Combining demonstration  
with hands-on cooking, you will master choux,  
shortcrust, pâte sucrée and rough puff as you  
bake a repertoire of sweet and savoury dishes  
such as Artichoke and olive pithivier; Salmon  
and dill tart and Coconut and mango éclairs to  
the delight of family and friends.

Let’s Cook! Christmas Cookery Toolbox for Teenagers  £615

Tue 15 – Fri 18 Dec  10.00 – 15.30

Four days of fast-paced, fun-packed, hands-on cooking with a Christmas theme for budding 
chefs, 12 – 15 year olds will gain a range of key cooking skills. See page 47 for details.

leiths.comPlease note menus may change

© Peter Cassidy
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One Week Courses

leiths.com

Let’s Cook! Kids Kitchen & Kite Studios  £75 per day or £350 for the week

Mon 10 – Fri 14 Aug  10.00- 16.00

One week of cookery fun for 7 – 11 year olds. Spend half the day in the Leiths kitchens  
preparing recipes from scratch and the other half around the corner at Kite Studios for some  
arty inspiration. See page 48.

Immerse yourself in the Leiths kitchens on our one week cooking  
‘holidays’. Combining hands-on cooking and demonstrations  
from Leiths experts, your culinary prowess and recipe repertoire  
will dramatically increase as you learn a range of invaluable  
kitchen skills and recipes.

Key Cooking Skills – Part 1  £800

Mon 7 – Fri 11 Dec  9.45 – 17.00

Covering the fundamental cooking skills, this course  
is for those who are new to cooking or want to improve consistency  
and knowledge. Following an introduction to kitchen basics including  
knife skills, kitchen organisation, baking, meat and fish cooking, you will cover a range  
of skills and techniques including making stocks and soups, cooking eggs, making shortcrust 
pastry, roasting meat, bread-making, preparing and cooking fish, use of gelatine, flour-thickened 
sauces and simple buffet ideas.

Key Cooking Skills – Part 2 will take place in April 2016. Aimed at beginners and those  
needing a confidence boost it covers further fundamental cooking skills and cooking for  
dinner parties. These courses can be taken in any order.

Intermediate Cooking Skills  
– Part 1  £820

Mon 7 – Fri 11 Dec  9.45 – 17.00

Covering more challenging and technical skills, this course is 
aimed at the reasonably confident, regular home cook who 
wishes to become more  adventurous. You will already know 
your way around a kitchen and have an understanding and  
experience of the techniques taught in Key Cooking Skills. 
Techniques covered include meat and fish preparation and 
cooking, enriched bread doughs, adding flavouring to bread, 
strudels and tatins, emulsion and pan sauces, meringues and 
cooking for dinner parties. 

Intermediate Cooking Skills – Part 2 will take place in April 2016 and covers further  
technical intermediate skills enabling you to interpret and adapt recipes with confidence. 
These courses can be taken in any order.

Advanced Cooking Skills will take place in Summer 2016 and is aimed at confident  
and experienced cooks who wish to refine their food to a restaurant standard.

© Peter Cassidy

“What really  
sets Leiths apart is the  

quality of your teachers – 
they are wonderful,  

knowledgeable  
and engaging.” 
Sarah Stewart,  

Intermediate Cooking 
Skills, July 2014

Please note menus may change
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XXX

Visit leiths.com  
for more details

 “A wonderful  
course, I will  

be back” 
Maria Mulligan,  

Two Week  
Intermediate  

Cooking Skills,  
July 2014
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Our fun and informal hands-on one day classes are designed for enthusiastic amateur cooks. 
They conclude with a delicious lunch of your own making or a Leiths Ploughman's. There is often 
plenty of food to take home too.

These classes make the perfect present. Gift vouchers available (see page 51)

Sourdough with  
Hilary Cacchio
£195

Tue 4 Aug / 10 Nov  10.00 – 16.00

A crusty sourdough is a thing of craft and 
beauty. Join master baker Hilary Cacchio as 
she reveals the tricks of the trade to ensure 
a satisfyingly sour and chewy loaf every time. 
You will learn to bake a variety of sourdoughs 
including Sesame cracker bread and an Italian 
white that can be made into pizza, calzone or 
grissini. Enjoy a delicious Leiths Ploughman's 
while your bread bakes, before taking it home 
to share, along with a pot of Hilary’s organic  
sourdough culture to kick-start your new 
baking regime. 

Valentine Warner's  
Fish Masterclass
£225

Fri 7 Aug  10.00 – 16.00

Spend an inspirational day with celebrated  
chef Valentine Warner as he unravels the 
secrets of the sea. In this epic maritime 
adventure, Valentine will share his invaluable 
knowledge and ignite your culinary  
imagination with inspiring dishes such as  
Crab gratin; Gurnard, mussel and fennel soup 
with aioli; Saltcod, pepper, orange and  
marjoram salad and Lobster mojo de ajo. 

Chef Skills – Patisserie
£195

Mon 10 Aug  10.00 – 16.00

Learn advanced pastry techniques in this  
intimate and intensive session. See page 45.

One Day Classes

leiths.com

– Be inspired  –  
instagram.com/leithscooking

Please note menus may change
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Chef Skills – Creativity
£195

Tue 11 Aug / 24 Nov  10.00 – 16.00

Learn essential technical chef skills to create  
a Michelin-worthy three course menu.  
See page 45.

Gluten-free Bread
£195

Wed 2 Sep  10.00 – 16.00

Achieve fantastic results in this gluten-free 
bread class with Adriana Rabinovich.  
Including demonstrations on the principles  
of making gluten-free bread, and lots of tips 
and techniques to inspire you to make your 
own distinctive loaves, you will learn to bake 
an everyday healthy loaf, pizza and focaccia. 
The pièce de résistance will be a luxurious  
and beautiful gluten-free brioche.

Consider Gluten-Free Entertaining  
with Tom Thexton (see page 41)

Bengali Fish Kitchen  
with Angela Malik
£150

Thu 3 Sep  10.00 – 14.30

Join Leiths alumna and Asian cuisine  
specialist Angela Malik on a culinary tour of  
the ingredients and techniques at the heart 
of Bengali cooking. The Bengalis are fish and 
seafood experts and Angela will guide you 
through their cuisine as you learn to prepare 
authentic dishes such as Chilli kahai squid and 
Baked pomfret with raw mango chutney.

Escape to Provence
£150

Fri 4 Sep  10.00 – 14.30

Escape to the rolling landscapes and azure 
blue coastline of the French Riviera as you 
learn to create an irresistible meal in the Leiths 
kitchens. With its Mediterranean influences the 
food of this region is unlike any other in France. 
You will learn to prepare a menu including 
Tomato, tapenade and basil galette with herb 
salad and vinaigrette; Fish, fennel and mussel 
stew with rouille and Crème de citron  
meringues with crème fraîche and candied 
lemons before sitting down to enjoy your  
meal over a glass of French wine.

A Vegetarian Taste  
of the Spice Route
£150

Tue 22 Sep  10.00 – 14.30

Experiment with the sensational flavourings  
of the Spice Route to create aromatic  
and inspired vegetarian dishes at home.  
Featuring heady spices, Jane Nemazee will 
teach delicious recipes including Aubergine 
and paj-puran tart; Nandas Maharashtran dahl; 
Koochumber and cooling Panir with honey  
and mint.

leiths.comPlease note menus may change

“Loved the  
school and have 

signed up for many 
more courses”  

Regina Sutton, 
course attendee, 

Nov 2014
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Pasta Perfection 
£150

Thu 24 Sep  10.00 – 14.30 (also see Saturdays)

Pasta, the jewel in Italy’s crown! Learn to  
make your own from scratch, with and without 
a pasta machine, in this essential class for 
pasta enthusiasts. Leiths chefs will teach  
you the techniques to make the perfect pasta 
dough to produce a range of regional dishes 
including Fresh herb tagliatelle with shaved 
black winter truffle and white truffle oil; Edible 
flower open salmon ravioli with pea and baby 
artichoke sauce and Spinach linguine with  
coriander pesto.

Korean Cuisine  
with Judy Joo
£175

Thu 24 Sep  10.00 – 14.30

With kimchi, gochujang and bulgogi making 
appearances on restaurant menus and street 
food stalls, the popularity of Korean food in the 
UK is ever growing. Judy Joo, Iron Chef, Food 
Network regular and host of Korean Food 
Made Simple, will bring the flavours of her 
native homeland to the home kitchen as you 
learn to balance the texture, flavour, aroma, 
and acidity of this unique, delicious and  
healthy cuisine. 

Peruvian with  
Jennifer Joyce
£150

Fri  25 Sep  10.00 – 14.30

With healthy, flavour-packed ingredients 
sourced from the Pacific coast, the Andes  
and the Amazon at its heart, it's no wonder 
Peruvian cuisine has seen an explosion in 
popularity in the UK. Join Jennifer Joyce to 
create much-loved Peruvian dishes including 
Tuna ceviche with red onion pepper criollo; 
Chicken anticuchos with chili vinegar hot 
sauce; Churassco grilled beef with green chili 
sauce and Hearts of palm salad with quinoa, 
avocado and honey lime dressing. 

Sushi with Sachiko Saeki
£150

Tue 29 Sep  10.00 – 14.30

Sachiko learnt to cook in her parents’ sushi 
restaurant in Japan and has even taught Hugh 
Fearnley-Whittingstall the art of making sushi. 
In this hands-on masterclass you will perfect 
maki (rolled), temake (hand rolled) and nigiri 
sushi, pausing to enjoy your creations with  
a glass of Japanese sake.

One Day Classes

leiths.com

© Peter Cassidy
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Ursula Ferrigno’s  
Amalfi Coast
£150

Thu 1 Oct  10.00 – 14.30

Celebrated Italian chef and author Ursula 
Ferrigno grew up amongst the sun-drenched 
lemon groves and vineyards of Italy’s rugged 
Amalfi Coast. Join her for a gastronomic tour 
of recipes from her childhood as you learn 
to cook evocative dishes such as Involtini of 
aubergine with salami and artichoke; Grilled 
courgette marinated with lemon; Gnocchi di 
ricotta con rucola; Brodettodi pesce and  
Profiteroles alla limone.

Gluten-free Pastry
£195

Fri 2 Oct  10.00 – 16.00

Those on a gluten-free diet need not miss out 
on the delights of pastry. Adriana Rabinovich 
will teach you to make the perfect gluten-free 
shortcrust, choux, hot water crust pastry and 
pâte sucrée. Each recipe has been thoroughly 
tested and engineered to give the taste and 
texture of traditional pastry. With Roast vegetable 
quiche; Cheese gougeres; Sausage or  
vegetarian pasties and a classic tart for dessert 
on the menu you will be amazed at what you 
can achieve gluten-free.

How to Cook  
– Bread Part 1 
£150

Wed 7 Oct  10.00 – 14.30 

Discover the satisfaction that baking your 
own bread can bring. Join us for an intensive 
hands-on baking class as you learn to create a 
variety of breads, from simple Fruit soda bread 
to Enriched white bread and an Italian bread. 
You will also learn to make a biga (starter) so 
you can add flavour and texture to your bread 
in the French and Italian style.

leiths.com

A Gourmet Guide to Oil & Vinegar by Ursula Ferrigno.
With photography by Jan Baldwin
Published by Ryland, Peters & Small

Please note menus may change
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One Day Classes

leiths.com Please note menus may change

Modern Indian  
with Angela Malik
£150

Thu 8 Oct 10.00 – 14.30 

Join Angela Malik, Leiths alumna, Asian cookery  
expert and Radio 4 Kitchen Cabinet regular for  
a contemporary take on Indian cuisine. You will start  
by making an authentic masala base; the absolute  
corner-stone of traditional Indian cooking, then develop  
it to use in several ways as you prepare Tandoori  
poussin; Masala prawn stir-fry with mint and coriander  
chuntney and Chaat-style dhal and bean salad.  
Fresh, dynamic flavours, perfect for today's modern cook.

Spanish and Italian  
Sharing Plates   
£175

Fri 9 Oct  10.00 – 14.30 (also see Saturdays)

Ben Tish will teach you how to cook signature sharing 
plates that have been drawing the crowds to his  
popular restaurants Salt Yard, Dehesa, Ember Yard  
and Opera Tavern. Heavily influenced by Spanish and  
Italian flavours and produce, the menu includes Baby  
squid stuffed with chorizo served with Chickpea, chilli  
and lemon salad with smoked paprika oil; Chestnut  
soup with thyme migas; Braised lamb shoulder with  
pumpkin, parmesan and thyme and Rice pudding  
with marcona almond ice cream.

Chef Skills – A Taste of the British Coast
£195  Tue 13 Oct  10.00 –16.00

Explore the delights of the sea and learn a range of advanced skills as you prepare and create  
a selection of fish dishes. See page 45.

“Angela and the entire  
team were professional,  
enthusiastic and caring.  

They really went out of their 
way to ensure we all had  
a great experience I look  
forward to coming back in  

the very near future.”  
Thomas 2015

– How to Book – Page 50
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– Sign up to our newsletter  
for the latest news, recipes  

and offers – 
leiths.com/newsletter

– Instantly expand your  
culinary repertoire on our 

Sauces Masterclass –  
page 32
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Chef Skills  
– Poultry and Game
£195

Wed 14 Oct  10.00 – 16.00

Expand your repertoire of poultry and game 
dishes and refine your presentation as you 
learn advanced techniques. See page 45.

Asian Flavours  
with Jennifer Joyce
£150

Thu 15 Oct  10.00 – 14.30

Jennifer will share dishes packed with umami 
flavours that will expand your culinary  
knowledge of Asia’s varied cuisines. Enjoy 
learning to cook an array of dishes including 
Tuna sashimi with avocado, yuzu dressing and 
crispy lotus wafers; Chinese pork and ginger 
potstickers with black vinegar dipping sauce; 
Korean bulgogi lamb chops with chilli glaze; 
Grilled aubergine salad with Malaysian sweet 
soy chilli dressing and Vietnamese caramel 
chicken.

Best of British
£150

Fri 16 Oct  10.00 – 14.30

As the nights draw in warm your friends and 
family with an impressive and inspirational  
seasonal menu including Roast crown of  
mallard with Madeira gravy and pancetta 
scratchings and divine Creamy rice pudding 
with sticky toffee quince taught to you by 
Leiths expert Max Clark. With a seemingly 
endless knowledge of all things food related, 
Max will inspire and invigorate as she shares a 
range of invaluable skills for cooking success 
every time.

Consider Great British Bake-well 
(see page 29)

Cheese-Making  
– Artisan Soft Cheese 
£150

Wed 21 Oct  10.00 – 14.30

Join Louise Talbot, founder of Cutting the 
Curd, for this special hands-on cheese making 
class. After exploring the early history of 
cheese and how it is made, you will learn how 
to produce a range of soft cheeses such as 
halloumi, mozzarella, mascarpone and cream 
cheese, as well as your own butter using 
raw, farm or supermarket milk and vegetarian 
rennet. With all recipes being easy to recreate 
at home with minimal equipment, you’ll soon 
be making your own artisan cheeses with 
confidence.

One Pot Cooking
£150

Tue 27 Oct / Wed 9 Dec  10.00 – 14.30

Leiths-trained Alan Rosenthal runs the highly 
successful one pot meal company, stewed! 
Alan will share culinary secrets and delicious 
recipes for inspirational one pot meals such  
as Persian chicken; Caponata and Catalan  
fish stew in this hands-on course. Learn tips 
on technique, preparing ahead and storage  
so that these one pot wonders can become 
part of your everyday repertoire.

One Day Classes

leiths.com Please note menus may change
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The Great British Bake-well
£150

Tue 3 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Britain is defined by its baking and we think  
it's time to revive some of the dishes that  
have made us famous around the world. 
Explore the baking techniques of England, 
Scotland and Wales as you learn to bake  
an array of regional specialities including  
Raspberry Bakewell tartlets; Scottish  
sugared petticoat tails and Singin' Hinnies.

Street Food from Around the 
World with Jennifer Joyce
£150

Wed 4 Nov  10.00 – 14.30 (also see Saturdays)

Street food is deservedly gaining popularity  
for its diversity and deliciousness. Join  
Jennifer Joyce as she teaches you to recreate 
tasty dishes from around the world including 
Vietnamese crispy chicken spring rolls with 
mint and lettuce wraps and lime dipping 
sauce; Indian bhel puri salad with puffed rice, 
potatoes, mint, coriander and date chutney; 
Japanese karage crisp chicken with yuzu soy 
dipping sauce and spicy miso mayonnaise, 
and Korean beef bulgogi.

Chocolate Truffles
£95

Fri 6 Nov  10.00 – 12.30 (also see Saturdays)

Join chocolatier Oliver Burgess for a morning 
of chocolate heaven. Following a chocolate 
tasting and introduction to ganache making,  
you will learn to make your own irresistible  
truffles. Oliver will then teach you how to  
temper chocolate which you will coat your 
truffles in before packing them to take home  
(if they make it that far!).

Pizza Making  
with Pizza Pilgrims
£95

Fri 6 Nov  14.00 – 16.30 (also see Saturdays)

Following a pizza pilgrimage through Italy, 
brothers James and Thom founded the award 
winning pizzeria Pizza Pilgrims. You will learn 
how to make, stretch and shape your own 
traditional Neapolitan dough, create delicious 
toppings and even discover a fantastic way of 
creating the delicious crust and chewy centre 
of a Neapolitan pizza using just a frying pan in 
your own kitchen.

leiths.com

© Myles New Photography

Please note menus may change

© Jean Cazals
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Travels Along  
the Spice Route
£150

Thu 12 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Experiment with sensational flavourings to 
create aromatic and inspired dishes at home. 
Featuring heady spices, Jane Nemazee will 
teach delicious recipes including Slow-roast 
Arabian style lamb; Bhendi with mustard seed; 
Rice with taardeeg; Cucumber, mint and  
chickpea raita; Cinnamon, clove and almond 
cake and Roast cardamom bananas.

Patisserie Perfection  
with Edd Kimber
£150

Fri 13 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Edd Kimber aka The Boy Who Bakes has been 
on a rollercoaster food journey since winning 
the first Great British Bake Off, including  
working in the pastry section at Raymond 
Blanc’s Le Manoir and writing two cookery 
books. Edd joins us to share some top  
patisserie tips as he teaches you to bake  
Pistachio and cherry soufflé; Chocolate  
fondant with caramelised whte chocolate  
and Passionfruit caramels.

Basque Country  
Culinary Road Trip
£150

Tue 17 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Critically acclaimed chef and author, Henry 
Harris, opened Racine restaurant in 2002 and 
has been a regular guest chef at Leiths for 15 
years. Join Henry and the Leiths team to enjoy 
a culinary journey of the naturally elegant, 
simple, and generous cuisine of the French 
Basque country, as you learn to cook  
specialities such as Torte of snails with  
Pyrenean chorizo and Basque-style garlic 
butter; Baked home-cured fresh salt cod and 
exquisite Cherry and goat’s cheese croustade.

Chocolate Puddings
£150

Thu 19 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

If you love chocolate puddings and are  
looking for new ideas and inspiration, this  
is the class for you. Learn to make decadent 
delights such as Chocolate meringues with 
warm vanilla raspberries; Bitter chocolate  
and passion fruit mousse and Individual rich 
chocolate cakes with Armagnac prunes with 
Leiths expert Max Clark. With a wealth of 
kitchen knowledge up her sleeve, you’ll leave 
with a host of top tips as well as your  
tempting treats.

One Day Classes

leiths.com Please note menus may change
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Artisan Pasta  
with Ursula Ferrigno
£150

Wed 25 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Ursula Ferrigno, passionate ambassador of 
pasta and one of the best Italian cooks we 
know will teach you to make your own  
handmade cannelloni, neat little orrecchiette, 
tidy trofie twists and squid ink pasta. You will 
also cook traditional Italilan sugo and ragu,  
the perfect accompaniment to your pasta.

Flavours of  
the Middle East 
£150

Thu 26 Nov  10.00 – 14.30 (also see Saturdays)

Fresh, colourful and healthy, Middle Eastern 
food is suffused with spice and sensual  
aromatics. Under the guidance of the Leiths 
chefs you will explore the eclectic cuisine  
of the region as you produce an array of  
dishes using signature ingredients such  
as sumac, pistachios, pomegranate molasses 
and rose water.

Nathan Outlaw’s  
Fish Masterclass
£275

Tue 1 Dec  10.00 – 16.00

Michelin-starred chef Nathan Outlaw will teach 
a range of fish focused dishes in this hands-on 
masterclass such as Pan-fried Grey Mullet 
with apple, cider and brown butter dressing; 
Mackerel and Pollack Dumplings in leek and 
saffron soup and Deep Fried Oysters with  
pickled vegetables. Including plenty of chef’s 
tips and technical know-how, this promises  
to be an inspirational day with one of the  
country’s leading chefs.

Moroccan Cooking
£150

Wed 2 Dec  10.00 – 14.30

Abdesslem Khalil was born and brought  
up in Casablanca and learnt the art of  
Moroccan cooking from his mother. His  
infectious enthusiasm and inexhaustible  
knowledge of his native cuisine makes this  
a truly inspirational class as you learn to cook 
Chicken bastilla with figs and orange blossom 
coulis; Slow roast lamb with rosemary and 
honey roasted root vegetable couscous and 
Lime and mint deconstructed cheese cake. 

leiths.comPlease note menus may change
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Christmas Canapés  
with Jennifer Joyce
£150

Fri 4 Dec  10.00 – 14.30

Wow your party guests with miniature morsels 
of perfection taught to you by revered food 
writer and stylist Jennifer Joyce, including 
Pumpkin and feta filo triangles; Mini tostadas 
with guacamole, crab and pickled jalapeños; 
Crispy Japanese chicken with chili aioli;  
Poppadom with ginger mango prawns and 
Pita triangles with pomegranate, chilli and 
chickpea dip. Perfect for the party season.

Ursula Ferrigno’s  
Italian Christmas
£150

Tue 8 Dec  10.00 – 14.30

Celebrate Christmas Italian style with much 
loved Italian cookery teacher Ursula  
Ferrigno. With a traditional menu of Carpaccio 
of beef with walnuts and Gorgonzola; Roasted 
monkfish with garlic; Pheasant with chestnuts 
and Marsala zabaglioni there will be plenty to 
gesticulate about over the dinner table.

Modern Vegetarian
£150

Fri 11 Dec  10.00 – 14.30

Our creative and contemporary vegetarian 
sharing platters are perfect for the party  
season and are guaranteed to be a hit with 
vegetarians and meat-lovers alike. Start the 
celebrations with a glass of Clementine  
Prosecco and moreish Sweet and spiced 
brazil nuts before learning to make a menu of 
Ruby chard, black olive and ricotta croustade; 
Tuscan faro with toasted seeds and pickled 
saba grapes and Homemade soft Amaretti 
with Madeira baked figs to finish. 

Sauces Masterclass
£195

Tue 15 Dec  10.00 – 16.00

Instantly expand your culinary repertoire by 
mastering the fundamentals of sauce making 
in this hands-on masterclass, including flour 
based, pan, emulsion, reduction and  
composite sauces. From mastering the  
humble yet essential stock, to simple pan 
sauces, hollandaise, mayonnaise, pesto  
and the essential crème anglaise, there is  
a sauce for every occasion.

Croissant and Brioche  
Masterclass
£195

Wed 16 Dec  10.00 – 16.00

Learn to create tender, flaky French pastries  
in this hands-on intensive class. Layered 
doughs can be tricky to work with but with 
support and guidance from the Leiths chefs 
you will master the techniques to make brioche 
and a croissant base dough, enabling you  
to go on and bake an selection of delicious 
pastries. Once you've savoured the smell  
of homemade croissants and brioche baking  
in your oven, you’ll be making them for  
a special treat time and again.

One Day Classes

leiths.com

– How to Book –  
Page 50
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– Hire a Chef –  
page 48

leiths.com

"Totally  
amazing,  

I loved every  
minute!”  

Jennifer Evans,  
July 2014
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Saturday Classes

Shelina Permalloo's 
Mauritian Kitchen 
£150

Sat 1 Aug  10.00 – 14.30

Shelina Permalloo wowed the judges and the 
public on MasterChef with her subtly spiced, 
fresh and colourful Mauritian home-cooked 
food. The author of Sunshine on a Plate and 
The Sunshine Diet will teach you to cook  
dishes that encompass the Creole, French, 
Indian, African, British and Chinese influences 
that make up Mauritian cuisine. From Chilli 
cakes and Daal puri to Prawn rougaille and 
Sweet chilli fruit, Shelina’s recipes will transport 
you to the island’s sunny shores. 

Escape to Provence
£150

Sat 1 Aug  10.00 – 14.30

Escape to the rolling landscapes and azure 
blue coastline of the French Riviera as you 
learn to create a midsummer meal in the Leiths 
kitchens. With its Mediterranean influences the 
food of this region is unlike any other in France. 
You will learn to prepare a summer menu  
including Caramelised tomato and basil tart 
with tapenade; Grilled sardines with sauce 
vierge and Nectarines au vin before sitting 
down to enjoy your meal over a glass of  
French wine.

leiths.com

Knife Skills – Fruit,  
Vegetables and Herbs
£115

Sat 1 Aug / 3 Oct / 12 Dec  10.00 – 13.30

Learn to chop, slice and dice like a pro in this 
knife skills workshop. Focusing on vegetable 
and fruit preparation you will learn to use the 
correct knife with confidence. So, if you want 
to save time in the kitchen and perfect your 
julienne, batons and chiffonade, this is the 
class for you.

Flavours of the Pacific Rim
£150

Sat 15 Aug  10.00 – 14.30

The food of the Pacific Rim brings together  
the varied cuisines of Asia and the  
Mediterranean, incorporating seasonal  
vegetables, aromatics such as lemongrass  
and ginger, abundant herbs and exotic fruits. 
Learn to cook a selection of inspiring dishes, 
from canapés to desserts such as  
Deep-fried wontons with nam prik dipping 
sauce; Pan-fried duck breasts with plum and 
teriyaki sauce; Sesame soba noodle salad  
and Individual pavlovas with mango and  
passion fruit. 

“A fantastic day  
taught by someone  
who is passionate  

about cooking and  
eating and it really 

showed.” 
Hari Kamlauddin

Please note menus may change
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Flavours of Sicily with Ursula Ferrigno  £150

Sat 15 Aug  10.00 – 14.30 (also see weekdays)

Join celebrated author and much-loved teacher of Italian cookery, Ursula Ferrigno, for some  
Sicilian inspiration. Characterised by the Mediterranean flavours of capers, artichokes,  
abundant herbs, ripe tomatoes and fresh fish, Sicilian cuisine is perfect for effortless and  
elegant entertaining. Cooking in pairs, you will prepare a delicious feast of Farinata pancakes, 
Woman in white salad; Tuna Involtini with olive, caper, pinenut and fennel filling; Pane de semolina 
and Zabaglione.

Spanish and Italian Sharing Plates with Ben Tish  £175

Sat 22 Aug  10.00 – 14.30 (also see weekdays)

Ben Tish will teach you how to cook signature sharing plates that have been drawing the crowds 
to his popular restaurants Salt Yard, Dehesa, Ember Yard and Opera Tavern. Heavily influenced 
by Spanish and Italian flavours and produce, the menu includes Baby squid stuffed with chorizo 
served with Chickpea, chilli and lemon salad and smoked paprika oil; Chestnut soup with thyme 
migas; Braised lamb shoulder with new seasons pumpkin, parmesan and thyme and Rice  
pudding with marcona almond ice cream.

Knife Skills – Butchery  £175

Sat 22 Aug / 31 Oct  10.00 – 14.30

Master which knife to use and how to use it as you learn to bone, stuff and roll  
a shoulder of lamb; bone and stuff a ballotine of chicken and prepare a rack of lamb.  
You’ll go home with a new set of skills and plenty of prepared joints of meat to share.

35
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Saturday Classes
Pizza Making with Pizza Pilgrims  £95

Sat 22 Aug  10.00 – 12.30

Following a pizza pilgrimage through Italy, brothers James and Thom founded the award winning 
pizzeria Pizza Pilgrims. You will learn how to make, stretch and shape your own traditional  
Neapolitan dough, create delicious toppings and even discover a fantastic way of creating the  
delicious crust and chewy centre of a Neapolitan pizza using just a frying pan in your own kitchen.

Moroccan Mezze  £150

Sat 29 Aug  10.00 – 14.30

Abdesslem Khalil's infectious enthusiasm  
and inexhaustible knowledge of his native 
cuisine promises a truly inspirational class 
as you learn the traditions of Moroccan  
food preparation and hospitality. You will  
learn to prepare aromatic Morrocan  
mezze such as Roasted peppers and  
green harissa, Spicy carrot charmoula,  
Zaalouk, Moroccan tomato chunky salsa  
and Sweet and savoury couscous  
and almond salad - ideal for relaxed  
entertaining.

Pasta Perfection  £150

Sat 29 Aug / 17 Oct / 7 Nov  10.00 – 14.30  
(also see weekdays)

Pasta, the jewel in Italy’s crown! Learn to  
make your own from scratch, with and without 
a pasta machine in this essential class for  
pasta enthusiasts. Leiths chefs will teach you 
the techniques to make the perfect pasta 
dough to produce a range of regional dishes 
including Fresh herb tagliatelle with shaved 
black winter truffle and white truffle oil; Edible 
flower open salmon ravioli with pea and baby 
artichoke sauce and Spinach linguine with 
coriander pesto.

Fabulous Fish  £150

Sat 5 Sep  10.00 – 14.30

Join us for this hands-on class as you learn how to fillet and cook a variety of fish using different 
techniques including pan-frying, poaching and baking. You will develop a repertoire of delicious 
seafood dishes such as Chilli salt squid with feta, rocket and black olives; Sea bass en papilotte 
with Pernod and dill and Skate with brown shrimp, pea and tomato butter.

leiths.com Please note menus may change
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Flavours of South East Asia  £150

Sat 5 Sep  10.00 – 14.30 (also see weekdays)

Featuring aromatics such as lemongrass, ginger, chilli and lime, and abundant herbs, the food 
of South East Asia is firmly established as a culinary favourite. Learn to balance the essential 
flavours of hot, sour, sweet, salty and savoury as you prepare a menu featuring Summer rolls 
with a peanut dipping sauce; Chicken panaeng curry and Duck salad with citrus and star anise 
dressing.

Knife Skills – Chicken and Fish  £150

Sat 5 Sep / 14 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Focusing on chicken-jointing and fish preparation you will learn to use the correct knife  
with confidence to undertake kitchen tasks that will no longer seem daunting. Following a  
detailed demonstration, the rest of the class is hands-on as you practice your skills.  
Everything that you prepare can be taken home so we recommend that you bring a cool bag.

How to Cook  
– Cakes Part 1
£150

Sat 12 Sep  10.00 – 14.30 

Learn the essential methods of cake-making 
as you master Leiths brownies; Pistachio 
cakes with lemon drizzle; Raspberry Victoria 
sponge cake with elderflower mascarpone 
cream and Sticky gingerbread. Once you have 
understood the basic principles, a world of 
creative baking awaits.

Consider How to Cook - Cakes Part 2 
(see page 40)

Flavours of the Middle East  £150

Sat 12 Sep  10.00 – 14.30

Fresh, colourful and healthy, Middle Eastern food is suffused with spice and sensual aromatics. 
Under the guidance of the Leiths chefs you will explore the eclectic cuisine of the region as you 
produce an array of dishes using signature ingredients such as sumac, pistachios, pomegranate 
molasses and rose water.
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– Follow us on Facebook – facebook.com/leithscook

Please note menus may change
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Saturday Classes
Malaysian Street Food  
with Norman Musa  
£175

Sat 12 Sep / 17 Oct / 14 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Visit the wonderfully eclectic, taste bud tingling 
world of Malaysian cuisine with chef and writer 
Norman Musa as he gives a special insight into 
the country’s vibrant street food. With plenty 
of advice on flavour pairings and seasonings 
to give that authentic Malaysian touch to your 
food, this promises to be an energetic and  
eye opening workshop for all Asian food 
enthusiasts.

Street Food from Around the 
World with Jennifer Joyce 
£150

Sat 26 Sep / 5 Dec  10.00 – 14.30  
(also see weekdays)

Street food is deservedly gaining popularity  
for its diversity and deliciousness. Join Jennifer 
Joyce as she teaches you to recreate tasty 
dishes from around the world including  
Vietnamese crispy chicken spring rolls with 
mint and lettuce wraps and lime dipping 
sauce; Indian bhel puri salad with puffed rice, 
potatoes, mint, coriander and date chutney; 
Japanese karage crisp chicken with yuzu soy 
dipping sauce and spicy miso mayonnaise, 
and Korean beef bulgogi.

How to Cook  
– The Perfect Steak  
£150

Sat 26 Sep / 24 Oct / 28 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Focusing on a variety of beef cuts, you will 
learn to choose and cook the perfect steak. 
You will enhance it with the perfect sauce, 
learning the techniques to make béarnaise, a 
classic black pepper sauce and a zingy Argen-
tinean chimichurri. And with tastings of other 
steaks including exotics, you’ll identify your 
favourite once and for all.

leiths.com

© Peter Cassidy

"The teachers were  
wonderful. Their  
enthusiasm and  
generosity was  

amazing”  
Helena Harvey,  

July 2014

Please note menus may change
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How to Cook –  
Perfect Roast Chicken 
£150

Sat 3 Oct  10.00 – 14.30

Learn how to cook the perfect roast with all 
the trimmings and get it to the table on time. 
Working in pairs, you will prepare succulent 
Roast chicken with Savoy cabbage and  
bacon, carrots, roast potatoes, bread sauce 
and gravy to be followed by a luxurious  
Chocolate roulade. Sit down and enjoy the 
feast with a guest and a well-earned glass  
of wine.

Moroccan Cooking  £150  Sat 10 Oct  10.00 – 14.30  (also see weekdays)

Abdesslem Khalil was born and brought up in Casablanca and learnt the art of Moroccan  
cooking from his mother. His infectious enthusiasm and inexhaustible knowledge of his native 
cuisine makes this a truly inspirational class as you learn to cook Chicken bastilla with figs and  
orange blossom coulis; Slow roast lamb with rosemary and honey rasted root vegetable  
couscous and Lime and mint deconstructed cheese cake.

Wild Harvest  £150  Sat 10 Oct  10.00 – 14.30

Leiths chef Max Clark will share an abundance of cooking tips as you make the most of seasonal 
produce, much of which can be found in our hedgerows. Her wonderfully creative menu features 
Torte of girolles, spinach and lemon butter and Pan-fried loin of wild rabbit with Monbazillac 
sauce, fondant Pink Fir Apple potatoes and dandelion and cobnut salad with kumquat syrup.  
To finish, you will make Blackberry meringues with hedgerow sauce and Jersey cream. A feast  
for all the senses.

Soufflés  
£150

Sat 24 Oct  10.00 – 14.30

Soufflés never fail to impress, and this class  
will ensure perfect results every time. From a  
classic panade based cheese soufflé and an  
Arnold Bennett soufflé omelette, to a quick  
and easy fruit meringue based soufflé that can  
be baked from frozen, and a twice baked  
recipe that can be made the day before and  
reheated, you will leave feeling confident that  
you can whip up a soufflé in minutes using  
just store cupboard ingredients.

Please note menus may change
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Saturday Classes
How to Cook – Bread Part 2  £150

Sat 31 Oct  10.00 – 14.30

Bread makers will be challenged and inspired in this intensive hands-on baking class  
as they learn to create a variety of showstopper, enriched breads taken from our new  
book How to Cook Bread. With savoury and sweet doughs for every occasion,  
your bread basket will be the talk of the table.

How to Cook – Cakes Part 2  £150

Sat 7 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Know your Victoria sponge from your Gingerbread? Take your baking to greater heights 
 and learn to make show-shopping cakes in this hands-on, inspiring class. Drawing on brand 
new recipes from our latest cookbook How to Cook Cakes, you will learn to create challenging 
and contemporary bakes such as Turkish fig cake with pomegranate syrup; Butterscotch and  
almond Swiss roll and Strawberry and white chocolate muffins with hot mocha sauce. Leiths 
chefs will share the techniques that result in a beautiful cake every time and top decorating tips 
for the perfect finish.

You may like Festive Baking (see page 41)

Modern Indian with Angela Malik  £150

Sat 7 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Join Angela Malik, Leiths alumna, Asian cookery expert and Radio 4 Kitchen Cabinet regular for 
a contemporary take on Indian cuisine. You will start by making an authentic masala base; the 
absolute corner-stone of traditional Indian cooking, then develop it to use in several ways as you 
prepare Tandoori poussin; Masala prawn stir-fry with mint and coriander chuntney and  
Chaat-style dhal and bean salad. Fresh, dynamic flavours, perfect for today's modern cook.

Israeli Feast  £150

Sat 14 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

With its kaleidoscopic colours, aromatic scents and vibrant produce it’s no wonder that Israeli 
cuisine is in the spotlight. Learn how to spatchcock a chicken before roasting it in fragrant grape 
molasses, resulting in a deliciously tangy, charred skin. The chicken will be served with a herb and 
citrus salad and homemade lavosh; perfect for scooping up garlicky Preserved lemon and pine 
nut hummus. Finish the feast with Spiced rose syrup figs with pistachio praline.

How to Cook – Perfect Roast Beef  
£150  Sat 14 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Learn to cook the perfect roast and get it to the table on time 
with all the trimmings. Working in pairs, you will prepare and 
cook your own lunch of Roast beef with Yorkshire puddings, 
roast potatoes, French beans, horseradish cream and gravy 
and Apple crumble with vanilla custard. Invite a guest and sit 
down to enjoy the feast with a well earned glass of wine.

leiths.com Please note menus may change
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Chinese Cooking with Ching-He Huang  £195

Sat 21 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Learn to cook an appetizing array of delicious dishes with Ching-He Huang such as Fragrant 
duck and cashews in lettuce cups, Cheung fun steamed rice noodles and Yangzhou special fried 
rice. Ching is one of the most influential voices in Chinese cooking on British TV. She has made 
regular appearances on Saturday Kitchen and presented Exploring China alongside Ken Hom.

Gluten-Free Entertaining with Tom Thexton  £150

Sat 28 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

Are you looking for exciting and innovative entertaining ideas that just so happen to be gluten 
free? Tom Thexton, award winning chef and owner of Wild Thexton artisan gluten-free bakery  
will share the secrets of his delicious gluten-free bread and pastry and tantalise the taste buds  
as you learn to create a menu of Potato blinis, smoked salmon tartare and caviar; Roast guinea 
fowl, confit roast potato, red cabbage and 'bread sauce' and Mulled fruit frangipane tart with 
clotted cream. 

Festive Baking  £150

Sat 28 Nov  10.00 – 14.30

The festive season is a time for indulgence and  
Leiths chef Max Clark has just the treats to help  
you celebrate. Learn to bake luxurious Turkish  
fig cake with pomegranate molasses syrup,  
Spiced mincemeat and maron glace scones  
and Warm chocolate, mandarin and soured  
cream sponge with café au lait cream.  
You will gain plenty of tips for baking success  
to the delight of friends and family.

Consider our Croissant and brioche  
Masterclass (see page 32)

leiths.com

– Our gift  
vouchers make  

the perfect present – 
Page 51

Please note menus may change
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Saturday Classes
How to Cook – The Perfect Christmas Dinner  £150

Sat 5 Dec  10.00 – 14.30

Perfect roast turkey and all the Christmas trimmings with the help of the  
Leiths experts. In this hands-on class we'll teach you how to cook a succulent bird,  
get ahead with the vegetables and garnishes and ensure everything is on the table at the same 
time, allowing you to sit back and enjoy the festivities. Christmas made easy!

An Indian-style Christmas with Angela Malik  £150

Sat 12 Dec  10.00 – 14.30

Angela Malik, Leiths alumni and regular panelist of Radio 4's The Kitchen Cabinet takes  
authentic, traditional Indian recipes and transforms them into a celebratory family banquet,  
perfect for today's busy cook. Learn how to make a delicious jewelled Biryani, studded with 
pomegranate seeds and deeply fragrant with spices and citrus, through to Parathas, chutney  
and an indulgent prepare-ahead dessert of Mango fool, decadently topped with edible gold leaf.

Christmas Entertaining  £150

Sat 12 Dec  10.00 – 14.30

Learn to cook a festive do-ahead menu  
including; Marinated venison steaks and red  
wine sauce, with braised cabbage and thyme  
rosti and Plum streusel tartlets with calvados  
cream. Designed to be prepared ahead of time,  
this menu will ensure you enjoy the party too!

leiths.com

“The course  
exceeded my  

expectations. The tutors 
were very friendly and  
approachable and the 

overall atmosphere  
was super...”  

Susan Wood,  
Oct 2014

– How to Book –  
Page 50

Please note menus may change
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“I would definitely  
come back to Leiths,  

the chefs... were excellent,  
very helpful, approachable  

and knowledgeable.”  
Jessica Bellone,  

Jan 2015

– Follow us on twitter –  
@leiths.cooking



– Sign up to our newsletter  
for the latest news, recipes  

and offers – 
leiths.com/newsletter

– Follow us on Pinterest –  
leithscooking/-
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Chef Skills – Patisserie  £195  Mon 10 Aug  10.00 – 16.00

Confident cooks and professional chefs will learn advanced pastry techniques in this intimate 
and intensive session as they make Almond crusted choux ring; Amaretto crème patissiere and 
Pinolata tartlets. Once mastered your new-found patisserie skills are sure to impress.

Chef Skills – Creativity  £195  Tue 11 Aug / Tue 24 Nov  10.00 – 16.00

Learn essential technical chef skills to create a Michelin-worthy three course menu. Based around 
core ingredients, techniques and recipes, the Leiths chefs will demonstrate a series of key  
skills for students to experiment with as you get creative, putting your personal twist on the 
finished dishes.

Chef Skills – A Taste of the British Coast  £195  Tue 13 Oct  10.00 – 16.00

Explore the delights of the sea and learn a range of advanced skills as you prepare and create  
a selection of dishes including Carpet shell clams in Perry broth; Pan-fried Cornish hake on a  
potato galette with Morecombe Bay brown shrimp butter sauce and Butterflied devilled sprats  
with bitter-sweet pickled radish and parsley salad.

Chef Skills – Poultry and Game  £195  Wed 14 Oct  10.00 – 16.00

Expand your repertoire of poultry and game dishes and refine your presentation as you learn 
advanced techniques with the Leiths chefs. The menu includes Roast spatchcocked tamarind 
pouissin, Warm pan-fried rabbit and black pudding salad with Marsala prunes; Pheasant breasts 
with walnuts and pomegranate and Venison fillet steak with sour cherries and port, thyme  
scented pommes Anna and winter greens.

Fast-paced, intensive workshops for confident  
cooks and professionals looking to gain  
advanced skills and refined presentation.

leiths.com
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Chef Skills

“The whole  
course exceeded  
my already high  

expectations and I'm  
planning to get into the 

kitchen this afternoon and 
put the ideas I learned  

into practice” 
Keith Thompson,  

Jan 2015

Please note menus may change



Let’s Cook! The Cookery 
Toolbox for Teenagers
£615

Tue 4 – Fri 7 Aug  10.00 – 15.30

Four days of fast-paced, fun-packed hands-on 
cooking for budding chefs. 12 – 15 year olds 
will gain a range of key cooking skills as they 
learn to cook recipes including Sweetcorn 
fritters with chilli dipping sauce; Homemade 
pasta; Italian chicken with pesto potatoes 
and Chocolate mousse. Cooking continues 
in the afternoon, the results of which can be 
taken home to impress. Young chefs will leave 
inspired to keep on cooking with confidence. 
The course price includes a Leiths Simple 
Bible.

Let’s Cook! Teen Challenge – 
The Kitchen Creative
£100

Thu 6 Aug  10.00 – 15.30

Do you love experimenting in the kitchen? 
Learn essential technical skills to create a 
restaurant-worthy three course menu. After 
teaching top tips and techniques to boost 
your kitchen capabilities, the Leiths chefs will 
challenge you to experiment with a set menu, 
encouraging you to consider different flavour 
combinations, tastes and textures. Get creative  
and put your personal twist on the finished 
dishes. There is a prize for the winning dish!

Let’s Cook! Sushi  
and Japanese for Teenagers
£100

Wed 12 Aug  10.00 – 15.30

Become a sushi master! Find out about  
Japanese rice, fish, nori and healthy eating  
as you learn how to make different types of 
sushi including maki and nigiri and a selection 
of dishes such as Teriyaki salmon; Miso  
aubergine and Chicken katsu.
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Teenagers Classes

“IT was fun and the results  
impressed my family, I had  
a really good time..” 
– Niam Alison, August 2014

Please note menus may change



Teenagers Classes
One Week Cookery Bootcamp
£685

Mon 17 – Fri 21 Aug  10.00 – 15.30 (16 years +)

Mon 24 – Fri 28 Aug  10.00 – 15.30 (18 years +)

From baking the ultimate brownies to the  
perfect Sunday roast, this intensive and  
exciting one week introduction to cooking is 
perfect for those with a passion for food and 
ideal for those heading to sixth form or  
university. Filled with practical tips and  
techniques for the budding chef, the  
affordable, easy and delicious recipes include 
Ginger and chilli stir-fried pork; Roast chicken 
and Chocolate roulade. The week ends with 
a creative cook-off as students put their new 
found skills to the test.

Let’s Cook! 
Baking for Teenagers
£100

Wed 28 Oct  10.00 – 14.30

Young bakers will learn the essential methods 
of baking as they master Orange cheesecake  
brownies; Lemon syrup loaf cakes and 
Buttermilk soda bread. The afternoon will be 
spent taking part in the cupcake decorating 
challenge as you learn to master the art of 
icing with butter cream.

Let’s Cook! 
Italian for Teenagers
£100

Thu 29 Oct  10.00 – 14.30

Characterised by its simplicity, Italian cooks 
rely on the quality of the ingredients, from 
citrusy lemons, rich and fruity olive oil, to 
vine-ripened tomatoes and abundant fresh 
herbs. You’ll experience the essentials of Italian 
cuisine as you learn to make the best the 
country has to offer, such as thin crust pizza, 
essential sauces for pasta, an autumnal meat 
dish and a classic Italian dessert in this  
intensive and inspiring day of hands-on cooking.

Let’s Cook! Curries  
For Teenagers
£100

Fri 30 Oct  10.00 –  14.30

Do you love curries? Learn to make them from 
scratch on this culinary journey around some 
of the best curry hot-spots. Including Thai 
green chicken curry; Lamb rogan Josh and 
Pineapple and prawn curry you’ll learn about  
authentic ingredients, selecting and using  
spices, making curry pastes, marinades and  
accompaniments. Leave Leiths inspired to cook  
your way around the world’s finest curries.

Let’s Cook! Christmas  
Baking for Teenagers
£100

Fri 18 Dec  10.00 – 14.30

Learn the essential methods of baking as  
you bake festive Sparkling shortbread stars 
and Rudolph's red nose strawberry cookies.  
The afternoon will be spent taking part in  
the Magical chocolate yule log decorating 
challenge. There are prizes to be won!

Let’s Cook! The Christmas 
Cookery Toolbox for  
Teenagers
£615

Tue 15 – Fri 18 Dec  10.00 – 15.30

Four days of fast-paced, fun-packed hands-on 
cooking for budding chefs, 13 – 17 year olds 
will gain a range of key cooking skills as they 
master recipes including Chicken and ham pie 
with mash, buttered leeks and maple glazed 
roasted carrots; Homemade fish fingers with 
salt and vinegar chips, and Banana and date 
puddings with butterscotch sauce. The course 
concludes with a fabulous festive Christmas 
lunch with all the trimmings. Young chefs will 
leave inspired to keep on cooking with  
confidence. Course price includes a Leiths 
Simple Bible.
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Kids Kitchen  
& Kite Studios
Leiths and Kite Studios are collaborating to  
create an exciting, creative and educative set 
of activities for 7 – 11 year olds.

Kids will spend half the day cooking in the 
Leiths kitchens and the rest around the corner 
at Kite Studios for some arty inspiration with  
a food theme.

Whether it’s for the day or the week they will 
take home some delicious and nutritious  
nibbles and a brilliant body of art work.

Mon 10 – Fri 14 Aug 10.00 – 16.00
£75 per day or £350 for the week 

leiths.com/kidskitchen

If you are looking to hire a chef in the UK or abroad, 
Leiths List can help you find the perfect candidate. 
Our top quality chefs, most of whom trained  
at Leiths, come highly recommended.

From a one-off intimate dinner party to a sensational 
celebration; holiday catering or a live-in cook,  
our trained chefs offer an unforgettable  
gourmet experience.

“Amazing. Best week  
of my life, food-wise”
Giles Coran, The Times

leithslist.com 01225 722983 
info@leithslist.com 

Hire a Chef



Whether your group includes kitchen novices 
or culinary wizards we’ll make sure that 
everyone has an amazing time whatever their 
ability. Our classes are highly informative and 
our chefs will share the tools of their trade 
giving everyone the confidence and  
inspiration to make delicious dishes with  
a touch of professional flare. With one Leiths 
chef per 8 guests, results are a sure success.

From the moment of enquiry we are  
dedicated to providing you with the best 
service. We will work with you to create  
a unique event that is tailored specifically  
to your occasion and the requirements  
of the group.

Visit leiths.com/events

We offer entertaining and exciting cooking 
classes for groups of 8 – 32. Cooking is a 
natural bonding activity and your party will 
learn their way around the kitchen with our 
team of expert chefs who will not only help  
you to make an unforgettable meal, but 
make your event extra special and full of fun.
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For more information about Leiths Corporate Cooking events visit leiths.com/events

CORPORATE  
COOKING 

If you are looking for an innovative  
and exciting way to entertain clients, 
strengthen and encourage team  
building or celebrate a special event 
look no further than Leiths.
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Professional Courses
All professional course bookings must be  
accompanied by a signed enrolment form  
and a deposit. Please book an appointment  
at the school to discuss your suitability for  
our professional courses. 

Cancellation
Deposits are non-refundable and cannot be 
used for other courses.

Bookings cancelled in writing more than six 
weeks prior to the start are entitled to a refund 
of any fees paid (excluding deposit). Bookings 
cancelled within six weeks of the start of the 
course are non-refundable, non-transferable  
to another date, and payable in full.

Information correct at time of going to print. 
Recipes are suggestions only.  
Leiths reserves the right to change recipes  
if necessary. 

Booking Information

All classes with the exception of Professional 
courses can be booked online.

Online 
leiths.com

By Phone
020 8749 6400
Mon – Fri 9.00 – 17.00 

In Person
Leiths Reception  
16-20 Wendell Road 
London W12 9RT
Mon – Fri  9.00 – 17.00

Enthusiasts Courses
Courses must be paid for in full at the  
time of booking.

Cancellation
Bookings cancelled in writing more than 28 
days prior to the start of a course can be 
refunded, subject to a £10 administration fee 
for one day or single session courses, or £25 
administration fee for evening or multi-part 
courses. Alternatively you may transfer to  
another date or request a voucher, valid for 
one year from date of issue. Bookings  
cancelled within 28 days of the start of  
a course are non-refundable and  
non-transferable. However, you may send 
someone in your place. If there is a waiting list 
we will endeavour to fill your place provided 
that we have written confirmation that you  
are unable to attend. If we are able to do  
so a refund will be given, subject to a £10 
administration fee for one day or single session 
courses, or £25 administration fee for evening 
or multi-part courses.

Refunds cannot be offered on any missed 
sessions of multi-part courses.

© Peter Cassidy

leiths.com
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Knives
Every aspiring chef needs a good set of knives and 
our two unique knife sets stand out from the crowd 
not only for their elegant look, but more importantly,  
their durability and comfort of use.

Leiths Carbon Steel Range £147.50 (inc. P&P)
Professional and affordable, these knives retain razor  
sharpness and are accompanied by a diamond steel.

Leiths Damascus Steel Range £277.50 (inc. P&P)
The ultimate professional knife set, these stunning 
knives are made from Japanese steel. Sharpened  
with the fine diamond steel, they will last you a lifetime.

Aprons
White cotton apron with Leiths logo  £14
Plastic blue strip apron with Leiths logo  £22

Gift vouchers
If you are looking for a present for a food-loving 
friend or family member, a Leiths voucher makes 
an ideal gift. Vouchers are valid for one year and 
can be purchased for specific classes, or as open 
vouchers redeemable against any of our non  
professional courses, books or equipment.

Leiths has a range of gift items suitable for any 
budget. From knife sets to aprons, these make  
perfect gifts for any foodie. Our gift vouchers can  
be used to purchase these items.

Cookbooks
How to Cook Bread  £15
How to Cook Cakes £15
How to Cook Desserts £15
How to Cook Pastry £15

How to Cook £30
Cookery Bible £35
Meat Bible £20
Simple Cookery £20

Vegetable Bible £30
Techniques Bible £20
Fish Bible £35
Baking Bible £20

Leiths Shop
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How to find us

Leiths School of Food and Wine
16-20 Wendell Road
London W12 9RT
United Kingdom

By Bus 
The following buses stop near Leiths:  
Routes 94 and 237 stop on Goldhawk Road.  
Route 266 stops on Askew Road.

By Car  
Metered parking is available outside the school. 
Current prices are £2.20 per hour (May 2015). 
There is no charge for parking after 5pm or at the 
weekend. We are not in the congestion zone.

Telephone: +44 (0)20 8749 6400
Booking Enquiries: bookings@leiths.com
General Enquiries: info@leiths.com
leiths.com

By Tube 
Stamford Brook (District line) – 10 minute walk.  
Goldhawk Road (Hammersmith and City Line) –  
15 minute walk or 5 minute bus journey on route 94 
or 237. Shepherds Bush (Central line) – 15 minute  
bus journey on route 94 or 237.

By Overground Train 
Shepherds Bush – 15 minute bus journey on route 
94 or 237.

leithscook      @leithscooking      leithscooking      Find us on LinkedIn


